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SIGNIFICATION AND OBJECTS 

The difference between the uhiverse of objects and the universe of signs epitomizes the idea of 
the unfolded boundary between the inside and the outside, of a threshold which belongs to 
both, of signifying itself and signifying another. It exemplifies the impossible temporal fissure 
between the becoming of an object and the becoming ofthe sign: as soon as an object begins to 
signify itself, it immediately falls into the openness, or potentiality, to signify more. As I have 
pointed out elsewhere, it is possible to differentiate now between two crucial moments of 
cultural semiosis: between the emergence of a cognizable object on the one hand, and the 
transmutation ofthat object into a sign, i.e., its entrance into the repertory of a signifying 
system, on the other. Those two moments are, in fact, two fundamental thresholds separating 
the unnameable from the meaningful. 1 

The first threshold consists in the eme~gence of an object from the undifferentiated stuff of 
substance (in the Spinozian sense). The transition through that first threshold involves the 
following movements. As an effect of the relation between certain properties of environment, 
a certain fragment ofthat environment achieves cultural value which makes it both possible 
and necessary for it to demand representation in order to enter cultural reality as a cognizable 
object. A simultaneaus process of individuation and totalization codifies the object as an 
entity distinct from the rest of the environment. The social and cultural Iegitimation of the 
object is effected through an act of nominalization, whereby the object achieves discursive 
reiterability. These three different developments arenot exactly stages of a process, but rather 
its intertwined aspects : the question oftheir mutual anteriority or posteriority is not really'~of 
signific-ance. What is important is that they alt combine to make possible the crossing of the 
threshold between the culturally non-existent and the cognizable. 

Having accomplished a relative completeness in signifying itself, the object is now 
immediately open to another, more adventurous task- that of signifying the absent other. This 
inherent potentiality to signify is characteristic of any object, just like occurrence in states of 
affairs is its ontological necessity. In brief, the entrance into the realm of the objectual is 
simultaneously an entrance into the realm of semiotic potentiality: the object is potentially a 
sign. With one move, it crosses one threshold of signification - that of cognizability - and 
enters another: that of semiotic functionality. In the case of the first threshold, semioticity is 
turned upon itself, it is self-reflexive and self-founding: the object has to deterrnine itself as a 
cognizable; with the eme~gence of a culturally distinct entity the crossing of the first threshold 
is complete, while the crossing ofthe second has only begun. Having achieved its identity, the 
cognizable reaches now beyond itself, and becomes a sign vehicle which seeks multiple 
meanings rather than the univocality of an object. The principle behind the first threshold is 
that of actuality and determinacy, whereas the principle behind the second emphasizes 
potentiality. 
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I now want to illustrate the different kinds of relations between the two thresholds of 
signification as they are manifested within the confines of a cultural object. Those different 
ratios ofthe objectual and the significatory produce different kinds of objects which might be 
grouped into four distinct categories that fill up the semiospace. My categorization, however, 
is only in part meant to be a contribution to the economy of objects from yet another 
perspective. More importantly, it is meant to demoostrate that irrespective of the ratio of 
inwardly and outwardly directed semioticity, semioticity itself is never merely a contingent 
factor. 

A. POTENTOBJECTS, i.e., objects which, having become cognizable and independent entities, 
have also acquired external signi.fication, and now .function both as objects and as signs 
(literally: as sign vehicles). Generally, the denotative value of words depicting such objects is 
culturally as significant as their connotation, if we were to use this imprecise dichotomy. The 
majority of the objects we encounter in the practice of everyday life belang to this category 
and include both natural and man-made things (like spring, lion, or heart on the one hand and 
champagne, ar.row, or book on the other hand). The ratio of their potential significatory value 
to their actual objectual value may differ substantially: even if such objects have not yet 
achieved culturally codified signification, as many of them have not, they are all capable of 
such signification, and their potentiality in · this respect is determined by certain 
predispositions2 which characterize them. To illustrate the double pot~ncy of such objects I 
have chosen very explicit examples : that of a knot and pearl, as individual objects, and tears as 
an interesting instance of an object which develops its own self-contained communicative 
subsystem within a culture. 

The knot, as both object and sign, illustrates the power of iconicity in generaring symbolic 
value. There are no sources informing us when - in the history of its existence - the knot 
actually took on the culturally legitimized roJe of a sign, but obviously its essential ability to 
express the concept of binding endows it with great semiotic potential and has made it 
particularly prone to annexation by magic and folklore. Some of its traditional meanings have 
now been marginalized or obliterated, but the magic power of binding, for example, still finds 
actual application in the practices of fisherrneo in the Shetland Islands who believe they can 
control (bind) winds by means of knots (Cirlot 1971 : 172). 

Focusing on the "morphology of ties and bonds in the practice of magic," Mircea Eliade 
distinguishes two main groups of knots in their symbolic function: "(1) the magic 'bonds' 
employed against human adversaries (in war or in sorcery), with the converse operation of 
'cutting the bonds'; and (2) beneficent knots and bonds, means of defense against wild animals, 
against diseases, witchcraft, demans of death ." (1969: 11 0) Among the first category, for 
instance, he mentions the cord buried near the house of an enemy or hidden in hisship to make 
it capsize; knots bringing about various ills; the magical snares employed against enemies etc. 
In the second group, examples include bandaging any diseased part of the body as a remedial 
measure or protecting oneself against evil spirits during the time of childbirth ( 1969: 11 0-112). 
What is interesting is the semiotic ambivalence of the knot reflecting the ambiguity of the 
iconic value responsible for what we have called "predispositions" in its signifying potential: 
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Knots and strings are used in the nuptial rites to protect the young couple, though at 
the same time, as we know knots are thought to imperil the consummation of the 
marriage. But ambivalence of this sort is to be jound in all the magico-religious uses 
ojknots and bonds. The knots bring about illness, but also eure or drive it away ; nets 
and knots can bewitch one, but also protect one against bewitchment; they can both 
hinder childbirth and facilitate it; they preserve the newly born, and make them ill; 
they bring death and keep it at bay. On the whole, what is essential in all these 
magical and magico-medical rites, is the orientation that they give to the power that 
resides in any kind of binding, in every act of "tying" . And this orientation may be 
either positive or negative, according to whether one takes the opposites in the sense 
of "benefic" or "malefic", orthat of "defense" or "attacku (Eliade 1969: 112) 

By embodying ties, the knot may also be expressive of "an unchanging psychic situation, 
however ':'naware of his predicament the individual may be: for example, that of the 
unliberated man who is 'tied down' by the Uranian god. This is why the Flamen Diafis of the 
ancient Romans could not wear knots in his habits; and this is also true of the Moslems on 
their pilgrimages to Mecca" (Cirlot 1971: 172, following Frazer) . Contrary, however, to the 
idea of tying, if associated with the figure of 8, the knot manifests the idea of infinity (the 
"endless knot" is one ofthe emblems of good Juck in Chinese Buddhism signifying longevity; 
Cirlot 1971 : 173). 

The iconic qualities of pearl are less obvious, but its semiotic potentiality certainly equals that 
of the knot. The iconic qualities generative of symbolic value are contained in the structural 
enclosure of the pearl in the shell rather than in the pearl by itself. lt is the hiddenness of the 
pearl with its implied moment of uneavering and revelation that accounts for its association 
with wisdom or Truth, or its function as a symbol of the Soul or Spirit encased within the 
human body (Bayley 1968 : 220) . As an illustration of the latter, Bayley quotes Plato's 
Phaedrus : "There was time when we were not yet sunk into this 'tomb,' which now we bear 
about with us and call it 'body,' bound fast (to it) like oyster to its shell" (Bayl'ey 1968 : 221) . 
In Chinese symbolism, the effect of enclosure connoted by the pearl signifies "genius in 
obscurity" (Cirlot 1971 : 251). The role of the shell as an essential determinant of the 
significative potency of the pearl is particularly visible in this anonymaus poem quoted by 
Bayley (1968 : 221 n. 1): 

Living friends, be wise, and dry 
Straightway every weeping eye. What ye Iift upon a bier 
Is not worth a single tear. 
'Tis an empty sea-shell , one 
Out ofwhich the pearl is gone; 
The shell is broken, it lies there; 
The pearl , the all , the soul , is here. 
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In a more sophisticated way, in psychoanalysis, the pearl has been read as a representation of 
the mystic Centre and sublimation, "as the transfiguration of an infirmity, or of some 
abnormality" (Cirlot 1971: 251). 

The pearl also very distinctly exemplifies the changing significative potency of an object, its 
movement on the spectrum of potentiality from semiotic multivalence towards univocality. 
Here, this movement accompanied the securalization of the sacred-symbolical value of the 
pearl and turned it gradually into a commodity : an object of economic investment. Mircea 
Eliade describes the change "from the pearl that was an emblem of absolute reality" to the 
pearl "of our days" in the following way: 

The history of the pearl bears [ ... ] witness to the phenomenon of the degradation of 
initial metaphysical meaning. What was at one time a cosmological symbol, an object 
rich in beneficent sacred powers, becomes, through the work of time, an element of 
ornamentation, appreciated only for its aesthetic qualities and its economic value. 
(Eliade 1969: 144) 

Ifthe pearl's trajectory represents an extended cultural process consisting ofseveral stages- of 
a slowly falling plateau of potentiality - tears exemplify a cultural trajectory of ejaculation: 
within the span of only one century their semiotic value rises suddenly and then abruptly 
decreases. What is even more interesting is that during this period of iniensified potency, the 
object manages to evolve its own communicative code by drawing to itself and petrifying 
various contexts and behavioural modes . As a secondary semiotic system, the "liquid economy 
of tears" in the literature, letters, and memoirs of the eighteenth century embodies the belief 
that "the language of tears was supposed to have a universal significance" just as cries and 
exclamations were considered tobe natural signs pre-existing language (Vincent-Buffault 1991: 
32, 66) . As Vincent-Buffault observes in her systematic and perceptive study, "these tears 
shed without moderation described a movement which was not arbitrary"; ra~her, "the rhetoric 
of tears was evidence of a logic of tearful communication" (I 991 : 15, 18). Not only did "the 
tears of a child [ ... ] [constitute] the first step towards his incorporation into the social order" 
(1991 : 47); also 
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by crying, a relationship was established, a reply was expected. [ ... ] Tears shed at 
home distributed rights and duties in their own way. L-;>ve, which made tears tlow 
was the occasion for tender expression of emotion, but it also caused unshared tears 
which were on the scale of the tragedy lived out by Iovers. One sympathized with 
strangers, cried with them [ .. .]. At the height of emotion, they [Iovers] cried together. 
they shared their tears, and even more, they mixed their tears with those of others. 
These expressions were part of an ideal encounter thanks to the liquid element, 
despite the irreparable separation ofthe bodies. [ ... ] This movement, this exchange of 
tears is also expressed by recourse to an economic an~logy : one gives tears, one owes 
tears to another or even one pays one's tribute oj tears, one buys with tears. The 
worst would probably be to cost someone tears . [ .. . ] Respect, Iove, or simply the 
feeling of being part of humanity invited everyone to keep an account of what had 



been expended. By making someone cry a debt of tears was contracted. Novels 
develooed a strange management of the ebb and flow of the liquid commodity. (1991: 
15-17) 

In the writings of Stendhal, B~njamin Constant and Germaine de Stael, "the deciphering of 
tears became a central consideration as though access to them was no Ionger assured but was 
subjected to several interpretations. In this tears were not to be shared in the immediacy of a 
delicious moment but were observed, and decoded in a constant fluctuation of meaning" 
(Vincent-Buffault 1991: 115-116). 

Before the economy oftears lost its market in the present century - devalued by the likes of 
\erdun, Auschwitz, Hiroshima and Sarajevo - the system had undergone a process of 
moderation and refinement in the fiction of the nineteenth century : rather than obtrusive 
imposition; tears now became subtle signs that had tobe "deciphered by the expert eye of the 
narrator or the author" (Vincent-Buffault 1991: 168). The transformation concerns not only 
the genre, but also, as Vincent-Buffault observes, a "social ethic ofrestraint": 

Torrent~ oftears and shared tears became rare : literary texts proposed different types 
of exposition. The vocabulary that was used was singularly diversified and the 
established code of the signs of expressionswas dismantled in favour of a relatively 
wide palette of expressive nuances. The eyes could be damp, the glance veiled, a tear 
could be furtively wiped away or suppressed, a sob could be smothered. Deep 
suffering led to rare and buming tears. (1991: 167) 

In Balzac, rather than tears themselves the reader is shown their traces which now should be 
read "like hieroglyphi.cs" as for example the Pere Goriot's swollen inner corner of the eye, or 
the "red rims [that] appeared to weep blo<?<~" ; likewise traces on the face of an old adulteress 
"bore eloquent witness to those tears which, devoured by her heart, never fell to the ground" 
(Balzac, La Femme de trente ans, quoted after Vincent-Buffault 1991 : 150). Symptomatic of a 
public tired of the excessive use of tears, a critic of Atala calls the Pere Aubry a 
"lachrymophile" (Vincent-Buffault 1991 : 1 08), a name whose pejorative connotation 
obviously signifies a change ofthe code. 

B. What Baudrillard calls BYGONE OBJECTS, i.e., objects which went through the stage of 
double potency in the sense of (A) above, but lost their objectual value, and serve now only a 
vehicular purpose (connotation entirely took over the denotative function). Baudrillard 
describes them as 

the whole category of objects [which] seems to fall outside the (functional) system 
[ ... ]. They seem inconsistent with the calculus of functional demands in conforming 
to a different order of longing: testimony, remembrance, nostalgia, escapism. [ ... ] We 
already saw that the cigarette lighter was mythological in its reference to the sea, 
while still serving a purpose - the bygone object, however, is purely mythological in 
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its reference to the past. It no Ionger has any practical importance, but exists solely in 
order to signify [ ... ] it epitomizes the disavowal ofprimary functions . (1990: 35-36) 

Baudrillard is right in saying that what such a bygone object ultimately signifies 1s time, or 
rather the cultural indices oftime: in a sense the process to which the bygone object has been 
subject is a reversal ofthe process of de-symbolization ofthe pearl or knot. 

The object which perfectly epitomizes such a reversal is the mace. In terms of utilitarian 
value, there could hardly be an object of a more unequivocal purpose: Encyclopedia Britannica 
depicts maces as the first known implements designed purposely as defensive weapons, 
already in the Chalcolithic or early Bronze Age. The mace was "a simple rock shaped for the 
hand and intended to smash bone and flesh, to which a handle had been added to increase the 
velocity and force of the blow" (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica 1993: 530). At the same 
time, the mace has always been a sign: 

A determinative sign in the Egyptian system of hieroglyphs, goveming the ideas of 
creative Ward and achievement. It is related to the oar, the sceptre, the sta:ff and the 
club, all of them symbolic instruments of one morphological family. In Egypt the oar 
was also linked with the idea of creating. As a weapon, the mace denotes a crushing 
blow or utter destruction and not simply victory over the adver,sary; it is therefore 
used as the insignia denoting the annihilation of the subjective, assertive tendency in 
Man, and also of the monsters symbolizing this tendency; for the same reason it is 
the attribute of Hercules. (Cirlot 1971: 195). 

As Cirlot points out, mace belonged originally to the same family of symbols as sta:ff and oar, 
but while the latter two retained their objectual value, mace - once a primordial object - has 
now become only a sign. Mace has undergone a radical metamorphosis from a barbaric weapon 
to an insignium whose purpose is purely symbolic. In the West Australian .Parliament, for 
instance, "a crude weapon ofwar in ancient times, the Maceis the symbol of authority of the 
legislative Assembly and is the ensign of the Speaker's Office. The Sergeant-At-Arms carries 
the Mace before the Speaker at the start of each day's proceedings. The Mace rests on the 
table of the Hause when the Speaker is in the Chair" (The Parliament oj T#!stem Australia). 
The mace is the epitome of a bygone object: it has entirely lost its original utilitariari purpose, 
and if it happened to be used as a destructive tool (for example, in a murderaus attempt by a 
fiercely agitated speaker against some disorderly opponent), that use would occur against its 
present value, and would be purely incidental to it. 

As if to illustrate how difficult it is sometimes to draw a line between the utilitarian and the 
symbolic, particularly in warfare, this radical transition of values within an object involves a 
well-punctuated moment in which both its functions coalesced. In Mediaeval times, the mace 
was used in battles by bishops who were not allowed to shed b~ood with the sword (de Vries 
1976: 308) : applied actually as a weapon crushing the skulls of enemies, the mace at the same 
time represents the power of the office. In fulfilling both purposes, it also a:ffords us a truly 
Nietzschean insight into the the hypocrisy of mankind. 
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C. QUASI-OBJECTS, i.e., cognizables which only pretend to be objects, but which never had 
any other value apartjrom significatory, or vehicular (connotation is contained in denotation). 
Ifbygone objects have lost their utilitarian value and have retained only significative potency, 
the intrinsic value of quasi-objects has always been only significatory. For them, the crossing 
of the first threshold of signification is entirely subordinate to the significance of the second 
threshold . While being cognizables - i.e., culturally legitimized entities in their own right -
quasi-objects never achieve objectual value: in other words, their utilitarian purpese is identical 
with their semioticity. Of various types of quasi-objects such as letters of the alphabet, trade
marks, heraldic signs etc., the one which I have chosen as an example demonstrates an 
impressive range of semiotic potential : the swastika - despite its recent horrendaus 
connotations - is a symbol of truly universal scope. 

Since the ancient times, the swastika has been common in a number of mutually remote areas: 
in Elam (south-western Persia, in Asia Minor, in the Aegean and Danubian archaeological 
"culture areas" (Mackenzie 1926: 2). It appeared early in Central, Western, and Northern 
Europe, in China, Japan, and was known in pre-Columbian America (today's Tennessee, Ohio, 
and Arkansas), in Brazil and Paraguay, in what today is Nicaragua and Costa Rica, andin India 
where it became "an auspicious and greatly favoured symbol among the Buddhist, Jains and 
worshipers ofVishnu" (Mackenzie 1926: 2). Among areas where the swastika appeared later 
(the delay probably caused by the dominance in those places of the winged disc), Mackenzie 
mentions Egypt, Algeria, and Ashantee. 3 

The origins of the symbol are not known : while some historians believe that it appeared 
"spontaneously" and independently in different places, others attempt to trace it back to some 
common geo-cultural ancestry. Mackenzie quotes a fragment from a book on Hitties published 
in 1888, which desc~ibes ornaments adoming the garment ofthe priest of Ibreez, among which 
there was 

the curious symbol usually known as the "swastika", which has become so famous 
since the excavations of General di Cesnolla in Cyprus, and of Dr. Schliernano at 
Troy. The symbol recurs times without number on the pre-historic pottery of 
Cyprus and the Trojan plain; but no trace of it has ever been found in Egypt, in 
Assyria, or in Babylonia. Alone among the remains of the civilized nations of the 
ancient East the rock sculpture of Ibreez displays it on the robe of a Lykoanian 
priest. Was it an invention of a Hittie people communicated by them to the rude 
tribes of the Asia Minor, along with the other elements of the cultural world, or was 
it ofbarbarous origin, adopted by the Hitties from the earlier population of the West? 
(Sayce 1888: 142, quoted in Mackenzie 1926: 5) 

Even more interesting is what Mackenzie says in a supplementary comment: "About a quarter 
of a century after these words were written, Edmund Pottier found the swastika on a painted 
vase at Susa, which he regards as proto-Elamite ofthe earliest period" (1926: 5). 
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My purpose in quoting this material is not simply anecdotal. What illustrates my case and 
what is genuinely striking- given its expansive distribution- isthat nowhere does the swastika 
appear to have an objectual, non-signifying function. In other words, the swastika had never 
been an object in its own right which only later acquired a symbolic value: it had never been an 
object which would serve some purpose other than symbolic. Not only does it from the outset 
"appear to have expressed an idea, or rather a group of complex ideas" (Mackenzie 1926: 13); 
it also never has any other function but to express those ideas. As an object- or rather a quasi
object - the swastika emeqses as always already a sign of religious or magico-religious 
significance: 

It has been referred to as a phallic symbol, a symbol ofthefemale principle, a symbol 
of conception and birth, an ancient trade mark, a mere omament, a symbol of fire, a 
symbol of lightning, a thunderbolt, a symbol of water, an astronomical symbol, a 
symbol pf the four castes of India, a religious or military standard or flag, a bird in 
flight, a representation of the aqsonaut or octopus, a cross (as in the French terms 
"croix gammee" and "gammadion" -- the cross of four "gammas") as a "fylfot" (a 
Teutonic compound meaning "many footed") etc. (Mackenzie 1926: 2)4 

Related both to the sun and to the moon, both to the· circle and the square, to the male and the 
female aspects (through its clockwise and anticlockwise directions), to the centrifugal and 
centripetal forces in the movement of life, to inbreathing and outbreathing, to the Alpha and 
Omega, to beginning and end (Cooper 1984: 27), the swastika never means just itself as an 
object capable of not signifying: its objectuality has been from the start annihilated by its 
significative potency. 

D . NON-OBJECTS, which are identifiable as totalities, but have no name and therefore no 
pretence to pass as Iegitimaie (and legitimized) cultural objects. Here belang entities on the 
veqse of autonomaus cultural existence which have not undeqsone the process of 
nominalization. They fall roughly into two groups: those which merely aspire to emeqse as 
potent objects, and those which already (like quasi-objects) point to themselves as signs, and 
already possess reiterable meaning (the distinction between denotation and connotation 
collapses because there is no formal ground for denotation) . 

This latter group is especially interesting since they are the only kind of entities which 
definitely reverse the sequence of accomplishing the two thresholds of signification, andin fact 

. never fully complete the first (objectual) threshold . A particularly good example of 
cognizables making up this category are behavioural modules which convey culturally coded 
significations, but have no name and therefore have never entered the lexical repertoire of a 
culture. The ever open doors of academics' offices at American universities signify "Iook how 
busy and diligent I am," (or sometimes perhaps, with a puritanical bent, "Iook, I have nothing 
to hide"). Fashionsystemsare a mirfe of such ephemeral non-objects whose life span is often 
limited to the brief period of their: ,popularity and appeal. The body - an object of desire or 
scrutiny - is a fertile site of similar . "parasitic" significations. As Jan Bremmer observes, 
already "in the ancient Greek culture the body served as an important location of self-
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identification", and various ways of sitting, standing, and walking - never named as isolated 
gestural "entities" - were nevertheless crucial signs within social semiosis. Standing in a certain 
manner conveyed glory; sitting, in the proper context, was associated with mouming; while 
walking manifested socio-economic position : those males, for instance, "who did not comply 
with the rules of the proper gait were designated as effeminates and passive homosexuals" 
(Bremmer 1991: 27). In Medieval times, apart from their communicative and symbolic roJe in 
political or sacramental rituals, gestures "were considered expressions of the inner movements 
ofthe soul, offeelings, ofthe moral values ofindividuals" (Schmitt 1992: 64) . 

The contemporary knowledge of "body language" - at least since Marcel Mauss's 1936 essay 
on the "Techniques of the Body" - provides numerous examples of cognizables which have 
never become fully fledged objects legitimated by an act of cultural nominalization, and whose 
only function is significatory. Each of the gestures listed in the passage below exemplifies such 
a non-object: "When one woman at a gathering wants to get a man into an intimate situation 
where the two of them can form a closed unit [ ... ] she utilizes body language that includes 
flirting glances, holding his eyes, putting her head to one side, rolling her hips, crossing her legs 
to reveal part of her thigh, putting a hand on her hip or exposing her wrist or palm. All of 
these are accepted signals that get a message without words." (Fast : 98) None of them, 
however, possesses objectual value in itself. 

The borderline between quasi-objects and non-objects may be osmotic, particularly in the case 
of gestures. Many gestures legitimized as cultural objects do actually belong to the former 
category (e.g. , a handshake, a kiss, clasping, etc.; cf. Firth 1973, Bremmer & Roodenburg 
1991); many others, however, arenot yet fully legitimized by nominalization and thus belong 
to the latter. That may vary diachronically within a culture (a non-object is culturally baptized 
and becomes a quasi-object) as weil as inter-culturally: what in one cultural system is only a 
non-object may function as a quasi-object in another culture. This, for example, is the case 
with a rather wide-spread obscene gesture imitating male masturbation: "The right or left hand 
is held out in a diagonal position in front of a ehest or somewhat lower, fingers slightly bent 
towards the palm as to leave an opening, the hand being pumped vigorously a number of 
times" (Driessen 1992: 248). While in most Occidental cultures the gesture is clearly 
recognizable as a codified iconic sign but has no special name, in Andalusia it has actually been 
given the name of pufieta (from hacer Ia pufieta, to masturbate). This nominalization may have 
its source in the richness of significative value of pufieta in that cultural area. The gesture 

carries at least three different meanings depending on the context. It may be used as a 
gross rejection vis-G-vis outsiders. It also conveys a sexual insult or threat by forcing 
the person to whom the pufieta is made into an inferior sexual position. When used 
among drinking companions in the bar setting it may carry an opposite meaning, i.e., 
laudatory comment on sexual vigour, or, more generally, praise with regard to 
something powerful and pleasurable like the act of sexual penetration and intercourse 
as seen from the Andalusian male point ofview. (Driessen 1992: 248) 

* * * 
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The four categories discussed in this section exhaust the possibility of cognizable entities. As I 
have already suggested, they reflect the fundamental semioticity of the world. Not only is it 
necessary for each of the categories to involve inchoative semiotic potentiality, but - in the 
case ofthe first two - objectuality itself must be seen as a semiotic concept. Pansemioticism 
then is not so much an ideological inclination or preference as it is a necessary consequence of 
the analysis ofthe relation between cognition and reality. 
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Notes 

1 I have discussed this issue in 'Two Thresholds of Signification", forthcoming ( 1997) in a volume dedicated to 
Jerzy Pelc. Here I only briefly recount the main points. 

2Those predispositions arenot properties construed in an absolutist or objectivist sense : they are rather a 
resultant of the properties of the object and the cultural conte>..1 which brings them to the fore . 

3 
As to the nazi adoption of the symbol, Rene Guenon has this to say : "the artificial and even anti-traditional use 
of the swastika by the German "racialists", who have given it the fantastic and somewhat ridiculous title of Ha
kenkreuz or "hooked cross" , and quite arbitrarily made it a sign of anti-semitism on the pretext that this emblem 
must have belonged to the so-called "aryan race ... (1975: 54n) 

4
Rene Guenon, however, points out that "the denomination crux gammada, which is often given to the swastika 
in the Weston account of the resemblance of its branches' shape to that of the Greek gamma, is [ ... ] erroneous; 
in reality the signs anciently called gammadia were quite different, although sometimes in fact found more or 
less closely associated with the swastika in the first centuries of Christianity." ( 1975: 55n) 
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